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 They share their encounters and knowledge on the next topics: -Diagnosis -Emotional Adjustment &
Support -Genetics -Medical Concerns (health issues common in Down syndrome and ASD, conditions
that can be missed when ASD is not recognized--reflux, pneumonia, hypothyroidism) -When Autism is
definitely Suspected for Teenagers and Adults with DS (often misdiagnosed as mental health issues)
-Making the Most of Doctor Appointments (coordinated, team method of care) -What Autism Looks Like
in a kid with Down Syndrome (evaluating behavior of kids with DS-only to that of children with DS-ASD
at different ages using case studies) -Oral Health (tips & strategies to ensure cooperation during dental
visits) -Behavioral Remedies for SLEEP ISSUES -Care Coordination (the administration of a child's
requirements across the entire treatment continuum) -Addressing Problem Behaviors -Designing
Educational Programs -Multicultural Challenges (best practices to serve the requirements of minority
populations) -Existence Planning (legal, monetary, and quality-of-life issues) Parents and specialists who
previously got to piece together information regarding DS-ASD from sources about each independent
condition can now rely on this groundbreaking reserve to comprehend and navigate the complexities and
challenges of DS-ASD. The editors and chapter authors are seasoned parents, advocates, doctors, dentists,
psychologists, behavior analysts, nurses, educators, and monetary planners. This one-stop reference, the
first of its kind, will greatly benefit families whose child has already been diagnosed, and also those that
suspect something more than Down syndrome. Professionals, too, will find info on how to distinguish DS-
ASD from a medical diagnosis of just Down syndrome, and guidance on providing services for children
and adults. When Down Syndrome and Autism Intersect offers an intensive examination of the unique
profile of a Down Syndrome-Autism Spectrum Disorder (DS-ASD) diagnosis and guidelines for screening,
treatment, and caretaking through the lifespan.While it's well known that the incidence of autism
spectrum disorders (ASD) is skyrocketing in the overall population, it's less popular that ASD is a lot more
common in people with Down syndrome.
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Helpful Resource This book may be the to begin its kind in sharing with the world and the medical
community that yes, Down syndrome and autism can and do co-occur for some of our children. An
invaluable resource That is great book and a great resource for those families and professionals who are
not used to the DS-ASD journey. And simply as those with autism exhibit a variety of abilities, people
with DS-autism will also have a varying range of issues.! This book was comforting when I received our
son's dual . Maybe helpful to people who jas no idea about dual diagnoses. Great book just want it had
been focused more about education goals and programs If you haven't had previous analysis that is a
fantastic book. Some very nice information in here, seldom discussed about. Very useful in understanding
some "extra behavior" that may accompany Down Syndrome. Hopeful, positive, understanding.
COMMON SENSE APPROACH TO GUIDE YOUR SON OR DAUGHTER AND Family members THRU
THE CHALLENGES This is an incredible book. A handbook disclosing unchartered symptoms, difficulties
and factors behind 2 severe medical tragedies which impact so many families and their suffering kids. A
thoughful first hand approach from the eyes of families making use of their afflicted children which
helped them manuever the difficulties as they await medication and supportive applications to capture
up.. It is evidence again that the determination and love for a child results in break-thrus that the medical
community has yet to meet up with. Common sense answers to assist afflicted families and their childern
in getting thru the difficult days forward in a confident way. I've been looking forward to this book!. The
non-public journeys and accurate and concise information offered in this book help to link those families
dealing with this dual medical diagnosis together.! The book cannot offer answers to all of these, but
provides examples of ways to address them and how it is helpful to develop a team approach across the
medical and therapy communities. I'd been looking forward to a book such as this for several years, this
fills an enormous gap in available publications on this subject and it made obtaining the diagnosis (which
we were completely expecting) that easier. Thank you, many thanks, thank you! This acknowledgment
can be a big first step for many families in knowing that their journey making use of their child will be
different than others. From a parent with a boy with Down Syndrome. I highly recommend it!!
Enlightening This book is some informational and has been a guide for helping our daughter with Down
Syndrome and Autism Great Info. Great info for all of us special needs parents Three Stars Nothing I
didn't find out about my daughter. In addition, it can become hard to read, getting strike in the face with
the data that you have a remarkably complex child that you will be entrusted to look after can seem
challenging (I admit I had to stop reading it for awhile), but knowing you possess a resource and that
there others who understand provides a comfortableness that no other resource can provide. This reserve
is thoughtfully created through the eyes of experience and provides parents a feeling of knowing they're
not alone on what at first can seem like uncharted waters... This book was comforting to find when I
received our son's dual diagnosis at age 5 following a sudden regression so when I felt very alone.
Although I didn't feel it fully captured our exact experience, I found the publication to be informative.
Five Stars You will learn a lot. I got this reserve in the mail weekly before my daughter's Dx of ASD. The
family members enlist caring medical professionals and together thru their experiences and trials discover
there can be a link resulting in both Downs Syndrome and Autism. Scanning this prior to the evaluation
was invaluable! The reserve can be an invaluable tool as family members tackle the issues associated with
this complex condition. As the older sister of a sibling born in the past due 1960s with Down syndrome
and afterwards diagnosed with autism, had this reserve been available those years ago, I feel particular my
parents and youngest sister would have been able to navigate a more productive path and not one fraught
with too many obstacles rather than enough appropriate and viable options. The non-public journeys and
accurate and concise information offered in . There is absolutely no other book like it out there and for
many of these families it is what they have to help understand more about the co-occurring diagnosis.
Highly recommend! I was looking even more for a publication that helped us design an education system



for my child and only 10-20 pages really were focused on that. Still a stellar book for parents. Ideal for
medical stuff too.
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